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ABSTRACT:Women and girls have been experiencing a lot of violence and harassment in public places in various 

cities starting from stalking and leading to sexual harassment or sexual assault. This research paper basically focuses 

on the role of social media in promoting the safety of women in Indian cities with special reference to the role of 

social media websites and applications including Twitter platform Facebook and Instagram. This paper also focuses 

on how a sense of responsibility on part of Indian society can  be developed the common Indian people so that we 

should focus on the safety of women surrounding them. Tweets on Twitter which usually contains images and text 

and also written messages and quotes which focus on the safety of women in Indian cities can be  used to read a 

message amongst the Indian Youth Culture and educate people to take strict action and punish those who harass 

thewomen.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are certain types of harassment and Violence that are very aggressive including staring and passing comments 

and these unacceptable practices are usually seenas a normal part of the urban life. There have been several studies 

that have been conducted in cities across India and women report similar type of sexual harassment and passing off 

comments by other unknown people. The study that was conducted across most popular Metropolitan cities of India 

including Delhi, Mumbai and Pune, it was shown that 60 % of the women feel unsafe while going out to work or 

while travelling in public transport. Women have the right to the city which means that they can go freely whenever 

they want whether it be too an Educational Institute, or any other place women want to go. But women feel that they 

are unsafe in places like malls, shopping malls on their way to their job location because of the several unknown 

Eyes body shaming and harassing these women point Safety or lack of concrete consequences in the life of women  

is the main reason of harassment of girls. There are instances when the harassment of girls was done by their 

neighbors while they were on the way to school or there was a lack of safety that created a sense of fear in the minds 

of small girls who throughout their lifetime suffer due to that one instance that happened in their lives where they 

were forced to do something unacceptable or was sexually harassed by one of their own neighbors or any other 

unknown person. Safest cities approach women safety from a perspective of women rights to the affect the city 

without fear of violence or sexual harassment. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Machine learning is a growing technology which enables computers to learn automatically from past data. Machine 

learning uses various algorithms for building mathematical models and making predictions using historical data or 
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information. Currently, it is being used for various tasks such as image recognition, speech recognition, email 

filtering, Facebookauto tagging, recommender system, and many more. 

A Machine Learning system learns from historical data, builds the prediction models, and whenever it receives new 

data, predicts the output for it. The accuracy of predicted output depends upon the amount of data, as the huge 

amount of data helps to build a better model which predicts the output more accurately. 

 

 

fig ( 1.1)ML diagram 

 

1) Supervised Learning 

Supervised learning is a type of machine learning method in which we provide sample labeled data to the machine 

learning system in order to train it, and on that basis, it predicts the output.The system creates a model using labeled 

data to understand the datasets and learn about each data, once the training and processing are done then we test the 

model by providing a sample data to check whether it is predicting the exact output or not.The goal of supervised 

learning is to map input data with the output data. The supervised learning is based on supervision, and it is the same 

as when a student learns things in the supervision of the teacher. The example of supervised learning is  spam 

filtering. 

2) Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning is a learning method in which a machine learns without any supervision. The training is 

provided to the machine with the set of data that has not been labeled, classified, or categorized, and the algorithm 

needs to act on that data without any supervision. The goal of unsupervised learning is to restructure the input data 

into new features or a group of objects with similar patterns.In unsupervised learning, we don’thas a predetermined 

result. The machine tries to find useful insights from the huge amount of data. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This research paper basically focuses on the role of social media in promoting the safety of women in Indian cities 

with special reference to the role of social media websites and applications including Twitter platform Facebook and 

Instagram and also crime details over all India. This paper also focuses on how a sense of responsibility on part of 

Indian society can be developed the common Indian people so that we should focus on the safety of women 

surrounding them.  

Crime details in India which usually contains images and text and also written messages and quotes which focus on 

the safety of women in Indian cities can be used to read a message amongst the Indian Youth Culture and educate 
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people to take strict action and punish those who harass the women.It  is a common practice to extract the 

information from the data that is available on Crimes through procedures of data extraction, data analysis and data 

interpretation methods using Exploratory data analysis (EDA) concept, the accuracy of the Crime analysis and 

prediction can be obtained by the use of Time series analysis on the basis of Crimes happened in India.  

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

      Fig (1.2) System Architecture 

 

MODULES 

MODULE 1:Dataset Collection 

MODULE 2:Data Pre-processing 

MODULE 3:Exploratory Data Analysis  

MODULES 4:Execution Of Time Series And Trend Analysis Algorithm 

MODULES 5:Prediction 

MODULES DESCRIPTION 

MODULE 1:  

DATASET COLLECTION  

Collecting the data, information, tweets and hash-tags from Twitter. First step involved in analysis of sentiment is 

the collection of information from the social network website like twitter.This process helps in extracting the tweet 

message and data like crime rates in India 
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MODULE 2:  

DATA PRE-PROCESSING: 

Once the data is extracted from the twitter as the datasets, this information has to be passed  to the classifier.The 

classifier cleans the dataset by removing redundant data like STOP WORDS.Stop words are generally thought to be 

a “single set of words”. We would not want these words taking up space in our database Using tokenization we can

divide a chunk of text into words, or we can divide it into sentences  .Normalization- This improves the performance 

and training of the model. 

MODULE 3:  

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS: 

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a term for certain kinds of initial analysis and findings done with data sets, 

usually early on in an analytical process. Some experts describe it as “taking a peek” at the data to understand more 

about what it represents  and how to apply it. Exploratory data analysis is often a precursor to other kinds of work 

with statistics and data.In our system to visualize the data using EDA concept, which include bar chart, pie chart 

etc.,To show dataset in different visualization like crime wise, district wise, State wise, Zone wise, Year wise. 

MODULE 4:  

EXECUTION OF TIME SERIES AND TREND ANALYSIS ALGORITHM  

In this project we are using time series analysis algorithm that deals with time series data which means that data is in 

a series of particular time or interval.Then cross sectional data method and pooled data method is also used.Cross 

sectional data means collection of data at same time and pooled data is combination of both cross sectional and time 

series data.Here we also used trend series data analysis which is used to predict future movements based on recently 

observed trend data. 

MODULE 5: 

PREDICTION 

To generate useful and meaningful information out of the raw data, sentimental analysis plays vital role. Once the 

algorithm is completed, the outcome of the analysis can be visualized by creating different types of graphs. Bar 

graphs, Time series and Pie charts are some of the examples which can be used to display the output. To measure the 

tweets in terms of Positive and Negative, Bar graphs can be used. Similarly, to measure in terms of likes, dislikes, 

average length of tweet for a certain period, Time series can be used. To obtain the initial source of the tweet, pie 

charts can be used. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Throughout the research paper we have discussed about various machine learning algorithms that can help 

us to organize and analyze the huge amount of Twitter data obtained including millions of tweets and text messages 

shared every day. These machine learning algorithms are very  effective and useful when it comes to analyzing of 

large amount of data including the Time series algorithm and Trend analysis Model approaches which help to 

further categorize the data into meaningful groups. EDA is yet another form of machine learning t hat is very popular 

for visualize the dataset information from the Crime report and get an idea about the status of women safety in 

Indian cities. 
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